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IINTRODUCTION
The Problem
The relation of Negro workers to the organized labor movement haa
long been a subject of great interest to investigators of the social and
economic aspects of Negro life in the United States. Many general studies
have been made which have traced the history of Negro labor and have dis-
closed the peculiar situations surrounding the Negro as a wage earner and
as a trade unionist. Best known of these studies are Negro Labor in the
United States, 1850-1925 by Prof. Charles H. Wesley, published in 19^7
J
The Negro Wage Earner by Dr. Lorenzo J, Greene and Dr. Carter G. Woodson,
published in 1950» and The Black Worker by Dr. Sterling D. Spero and Dr. i
Abram L. Harris, published in 1951. The latter work is undoubtedly the
I
most complete exposition of the relationship of the Negro worker to the
American trade union movement that has yet been published. Other studies
!
have concerned themselves less with the historical role of Negro labor and
more with laying bare the policies and attitudes of American trade unions
toward the Negro worker. Outstanding among such works are Admission to
American Trade Unions by French E. Wolfe, published in 1912, and Negro Mem-
bership in American Labor Unions, prepared by the Research Department of
the National Urban League under the direction of Ira DeA. Reid^and published
in 1950.
All of the studies mentioned above are concerned primarily with the
general situation as it exists over the entire country. The local aspects
of the Negro's relation to the trade unions have been largely neglected
except insofar as they have been used in general works to illustrate or to
1

give added weight to a particular point of national significance. Of the
large industrial cities of the North, New York City alone appears to have
been thoroughly investigated as regarding the facts of trade union organi-
zation among Negroes. In 1906 the American Academy of Political and Social
Science published in the Annals (vol. 27) Mary W« Ovington's essay, "The
Negro in Trades Unions in New York City”. In the following year the South-
ern Workman published an article by Helen A. Tucker, "Negro Craftsmen in
New York” (vol. 5^). Other studies have been made from time to time des-
cribing labor conditions and organization among Negroes in New York. In
192B John T. Doles chose for the subject of his Master's Essay at Columbia
Universityy ”The Labor Problem in New York City as Affecting Negroes with
an Analysis of Union Organization”. The latest and most elaborate of those
studies relating to the Negro trade unionist in New York City is The Negro
Labor Unionist of New York by Dr. Charles L. Franklin, published in 1956.
Boston has presented a much loss fertile field than New York City
for the investigation of the trade union status of its Negro workers. The
problem is of much loss importance in Boston because the Negro population
of this city is only a fraction of what it is in hew York. Perhaps because
of its insignificance, no one has previously attempted to determine the
status of the Negro worker relative to the trade unions. John Daniels in
his book. In Freedom* s Birthplace , devotes a few short paragraphs to the
Negro in the unions but his information is general and covers no more than
two or three unions.
The present study is eoi attempt to ascertain certain basic facts
concerning Negro trade unionists in Bostoni their number and disliribution^
their occupational and industrial background, their activities within the
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unions, their attitudes toward the unions,^the policies of the unions re-
specting their admission to membership, . The tremendous simount of pub-
lic interest manifested in labor organizations during the last two or three
years has led to enquiries coming from private sources as to the extent of
Negro participation in the labor movement in Boston. This study has sought
to find the answers to some of these enquiries.
Methods of Procuring Data
In getting the necessary information, the writer found it an im-
possible task to contact personally all of the ?85 local unions in Boston.
To facilitate the work, he made use of a quest ioiTaire form, a copy of
which was sent to each of 150 local unions* The questior^ire (see appendix)
was made as simple as possible and, to encourage reply, a self-addressed
stamped envelope was enclosed with each questionnaire* In addition to the
questionnaires, personal contact calls wore made to the headquarters of 20
local unions and to the homes, offices, and places of employment of several
union officials suid members* White trade unionists as well as Negroes were
interviewed and white and Negro non-union workers were called upon for in-
formation.
There are certain local unions, definitely known to have no Negro
members, to which questionnaires were not sent. These are the unions affi-
liated with internationals having constitutional restrictions against the
admission of Negroes, such as the locals of plumbers and the unions of rail-
|
road signalmen, telegraphers, trainmen, carmen, clerks, and conductors.
Even when the contact was made it was not an easy thing to get the
information sought. Many union officials were incommunicative and advised
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4the writer to get in touch with the international unions for the information
he was seeking, knowing the while they gave this advice that the internation-
als, inmost cases, keep no official records of local conditions. Others
who were willing to talk had to rely entirely on their memories for their
.?
files were poorly kept and at best contained little information of value.
Of the 150 questionnaires sent out, thirty-nine ( thirty percent)
: were returned. But several of them, in spite of their simplicity, were
I
incompletely filled out^and four were returned with no other information
I
I
than the name and number of the union.
1
Chapters three and four of this essay are based upon the Information
obtained from the questionnaires and from personal interviews. Unfortunate-
ly, the information is far from complete, but within its limited scope the
writer believes it indicative of the general status of Negro trade unionists
in Boston.
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Chapter I
THE OCCUPATIONAL AMD INDUSTRIAL BACKGROUND
OF NEGRO WORKERS IN BOSTON
The trade union movement exists fundamentally around the question
of jobs* That workers organize to secure for themselves higher wages,
shorter hours and better working conditions presupposes that they first have
jobs. Secondly, the t3rpes of occupations in which workers are engaged
determine to a great extent their affiliation with labor organizations^ for
trade unions have thus far been most effectively organized around the
skilled and semi-skilled occupations. The emphasis placed upon skill as a
prerequisite for admission to ths unions has been so great that the Ameri-
can labor movement is still generally regarded as being composed almost
exclusively of affiliated associations of skilled workingmen.
In view of this development, it is necessary to look into the in-
dustrial and occupational status of Negro workers in Boston before attempt-
ing to determine their position as trade unionists* In what industries
are they to be found? At what occupations do they work? Are they skilled
workers or are they unskilled laborers, menials, and jacks-of-all-trades?
The answers to these questions are important for upon them we may rest our
expectations of Negro participation in trade unions organized upon the
basis of skill* It is the purpose of this chapter to seek these answers
and, in so doing, to present the industrial euad occupational background of
Negro workers in Boston from the period of slavery to the present time.
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The Baclcground of Slavery
Negro slavery was Introduced early in the history of the Massachu-
setts Bay Colony. In 1658 the Salem ship, the Desire, returned from the
West Indies with a cargo of cotton, tobacco, and Negroes who were sold as
1
slaves.
Such was the beginning of the traffic in human beings that was to
lay the foundation of many New England fortunes. Prom the very beginning
of the foreign commerce of New England, and of Boston in particular, the
African slave trade assumed the proportion of a regular and a lucrative
business. The demand for slaves at home was never great but enterprising
New England merchants took the lead in supplying the steadily mounting de-
mand for slave labor on the plantations of Barbadoes, Jamaica, and other
islands of the West Indies. Their ships, which carried cargoes of staves
and fish to the Madeira and Canary Islands, touched regularly on the African
coast to trade for Negroes.
The slave trade was a profitable enterprise and New England merchants
2
went into the business with no more conscience than prevailed elsewhere.
j
o-ni o+V«»^,
*
The Winthrops, the Mathers, -et -ri owned slaves and profited from the traffic
in them with very little regard for the ri^ts of man. According to Dr.
Belknap who wrote in 1795, more than a decade after slavery was abolished
in Massachusetts^ ’’A f«w only of our merchants were engaged in this kind of
traffick. It required a largo capital, and was considered as peculiarly
1. Moore, George H., Notes on the History of Slavery in Massachusetts ,
N. T., 1866, p* 5
2. Weeden, William B., Economic and Social History of New England, 1620«»
1789, Boston, 1890, 2 vol., vol. 2, p. 450
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5
hazardous, though gainful. ...” While it may be true that only a few
persons engaged in the slave trade, the others, by their attitude, gave
tacit approval to the continued triumph of business over conscience. An-
other quotation from Dr. Belknap reveals how the Puritan mind rationalized
the problem!
”... Many conscientious persons, who would by no means have
engaged directly in the trade to Africa, yet, when Negroes were
brought hither, had no scruple to buy them; because they supposed
I
that an education in' a land of gospel-light'was preferable to
4
one in'heathenish darkness' . .
•
j
That the slave system never became firmly rooted in New England was due not
to any moral scruples on the part of the New England settlers but rather to
|
the harshness of the climate and the simplicity of the social system. The
simple industrial methods of New England homesteads rendered impracticable
5
the economic employment of black labor on a large scale.
I
As to the number of Negro slaves in Massachusetts, Edward Randolph
6
reported in 1676 that there were not more than ^00 in the colony. Four
years later, in 1680, Governor Brad street stated that no blacks had been
brought into the colony for fifty years. He estimated the Negro population '
7
of the colony as between 100 and 120. But by the beginning of the next
Massachusetts Historical Collection , series I, vol. IV, "Queries
respecting the Slavery and Emancipation of Negroes in Massachusetts,
proposed by the Hon. Judge Tucker of Virginia, and answered by the
Rev. Dr. Belknap”, 1795, p. 197
4. Ibid
, p. 198
5. Weeden, op. cit ., vol. 2, p. 451
6. Moore, op. cit ., p. 49
7. Ibid, pTTJ?
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8century, the number of slaves must have increased considerably* Judge
5
Sewall pointed to the ’’nuaerousness* of the slaves in the province in 1700;
and Governor Dudley's report in 1708 to the Board of Trade listed AOO Negro
9
slaves in Boston alone, one half of whom were born there* In 17^2 there
'
were about 157^ Negroes, in Boston both slave and free* By 1752 the num-
j
I
ber had increased to 1541, or about ton percent of the total population of
I
j
the town* Two years later, in 1754, only 989 Negroes were listed in Bos- I
I
' ton and of this number the free Negroes formed somewhat over a third*
‘
’
I
Throughout the remainder of the century the number of Negroes in Boston de-
,
1
dined steadily* This was due in part to the decline in the slave trade
and in part to the high mortality that prevailed among the Negroes* "I am
inclined to think," wrote Dr* Belknap, "that slaves were more numerous be-
I
;
fore 1765 * • • One of my informants. Prince Hall, a very intelligent black
man * * * thinks that slaves were most numerous about the year 1745* What
|| their proportion was to the whites, at that time, I have no means to ascer-
! tain; but I think it could not have been more than 1 to 40* * • • the blacks
i
were always more sickly and died in greater proportion* * . . The winter
here was always unfavourable to the African constitution* For this reason,
I
white labourers were preferable to black; and as whites were more numerous,
I
II
jl
there was not much encouragement to the importation of blacks, nor wore
i
they ever so prolifick here as the whites « • • Boston generally contained
nearly one fourth part of the whole number of them. * * The greater number
8. Ibid
, p* 50
9. Ibid
, p* 50
10* Daniels, John, In Freedom's Birthplace , Boston, 19l4, p* I6
11. Ibid
, p. 16
12. Ibid, p* 16

915
of husbandmen preferred white to black labourers.'*
Negro slaves in Boston were employed, for the most part, as house
14
and body servants, domestics of one sort or another. They cooked, they
sewed, they washed, and catered to all the personal wants of their masters
and mistresses. But Negroes were sometimes set to work at tasks other than
those of a personal and domestic nature. Dr. Belknap stated that in the
maritime towns» particularly in Boston, many were placed out at mechanical
ompl 03rment 8 at which ’’they fared no worse than other persons of the same
15
class.** Advertisements of the sale of Negroes, appearing in the newspapers
of the period, often list the varying types of occupations at which Negroes
were allowed to work. To quote from a fewt
'*To be Sold A likely Negro Lad, about eighteen or nineteen
Tears of Age, works well at the Coopers* Trade, and understands |
16
working in the Field or Garden.**
*To be Sold, by the Subscriber, cheap for Cash or good Security
A Healthy strong Negro Boy, 20 years old last Month, very inge-
]
nious in the Farming Business, and can work in the Iron Works,
'i
both at Blooming and at Refining. And as I have done with the
!
Iron Works, I have more Help than I want on my Farm.**
"To bo Sold A stout, healthy Negro Man of 22 years of Age, who
understands Farming and Shoemaking, also the Fishing Business,
18
which last ho has followed these five years past . . . ."
15* Mass. Hist. Col ., X, XV, p. 199
14. Daniels, op. cit ., p. 5
15. Mass. Hist. Col. , X, XV, p. 200
16. Essex Gazette , Oct. 10, 1769
17. Xbid
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18. Xbid , Nov. 27, 1770
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What was the effect of the slave system upon the white workers of
Boston? Althiaigh the total number of Negro slaves was at no time very great,
and the number of those engaged in the skilled occupations was not suffi-
ciently large to compete effectively with white artisans and apprentices,
the 8yst«n, nevertheless, tended to depress the condition of the labor mar-
ket. ’’Labouring people, of the white complexion, complained of the blacks
as intruders; and the vulgar reprobated them as the 'seed of Cain', and
19
wished them back to their own country.* The potential rather than the
actual strength of black labor was the source of constant apprehension on
the part of the white working class. Thus it was less the humanitarian
promptings of conscience^ and more the dread fear of economic competition
that pronpted the petition of certain of the citizens of Boston desiring
the representatives *To promote the Encourrageing the bringing of white
20
servts and to put a Period to negroes being Slaves.*
The Aftermath of Slavery
(c/76o) {n»i) I
The abolition of slavery^ and of the slave trade-in Massachusetts
made no appreciable difference in the economic and industrial position of
the Negroes of Boston. If anything, their economic condition appears to
have become even more precarious than under the slave regime. The first
years of liberty were fraught with grave hardships for the freedmen. Thrown i
suddenly on their own resources, they were hard put to make the necessary
adjustments. Of the condition of the emancipated blacks. Dr. Belknap wrote;
19. Mass. Hist. Col ., I, IV, p. 198
20. Report of Record Oommissioners, Records of Boston Selectmen. 1701
- - —
to 1715. Boston, 18^, p*_5
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"If a comparieon be made between the former and present
condition of thie class of people • • • It may be said, that
unless liberty be reckoned as a compensation for many inconve-
niences and hardships, the former condition of most of them was
preferable to the present* • • • Some are industrious and pru-
dent, and a few have acquired property; but too many are impro-
vident and Shdolent, though a subsistence for labouring people
21
is here very easily obtained* . . *"
j
The Negroes who remained in domestic work in the families of their former
white masters were relatively well off* The only change in their status was
that they were now working for wages and were responsible for their own i
22
keep* They were"the best fed, the best clad, and most healthy*" The few
I
skikled artisans, however, were badly off* Color prejudice hampered their
employment* Unable to secure employment on equal terms with the whites,
they were forced to accept such menial work as whites declined* They were
"excluded from the more honorable and profitable employments," with the like-
24
lihood of their continuing so being great*
Hand in hand with this policy of job discrimination, went the desire
on the part of many people to see the Negro completely legislated out of
Boston and Massachusetts* Att^npts were made to stop Negro immigration to
|
Massachusetts and, if possible, to get rid of those already living in this
|
state* A law of 1788, passed to suppress and to punish "rogues, vagabonds,
{
21* Mass* Hist* Col*, I,IV, p* 206
22* ibid
, p« 20g
25* Chickerins. Jesse, Statistical View of the Population of Massachu—
setts from 17& to I84U, Boston, 1^6, p. lb5^
24* Ibid, p* 156
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connaon beggars, and other idle, disorderly, and lewd persons," provided in
}
I
one of its sections "that no person being an African or Negro, other than
a subject of the Emperor of Morocco, or a citizen of some one of the United
;
I
States (to be evidenced by a certificate from the Secretary of the State of
j
I
which ho shall be a citizen), shall tarry within this Commonwealth, for a
25
longer time than two months* . • There is only one instance on record
i where any attempt was made to enforce this law* In the Massachusetts Mer»“
cury for September 16
,
1800, the following notice appeared!
"Notice to Blacks
The Officers of Police having made return to the Subscriber of
I
the names of the following persons, who are Africans or Negroes,
1
not subjects of the Emperor of Morocco nor citizens of the United
States
,
the same are hereby warned and directed to depart out of
this CcMunonwealth before the 10th day of October next, as they
would avoid the pains and penalties of the law in that case pro**
vided, which was passed by the Legislature, March 26, 1788*
Charles Bulfinch, Superintendant*
26
By order and direction of the Selectmen*"
* In 1822, a legislative committee appointed to draft a bill to restrict the
j
admission of free Negroes into Massachusetts, reviewed the law of 1788 and
recommended its repeal on the grounds that it was inhuman and that it had
never been enforced anjrway* This repressive measure, however, was not re-
pealed until 185^*
25* Moore, op* cit >, p* 228
26# Ibid, quoted on p« 251
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Thta and similar attempts to get rid of the Negro failed* In spite
discrimination and intimidation* the black worker clung tenaciously to what
little he possessed in the town and state* White workers did not like him*
He was an "objectionable element in the community", not easily assim^ble,
I
who threatened their own security. They would have liked to have been rid
of him but could find no way short of open persecution* Meanwhile, hie ntun-
;
ber in Boston increased slowly, augmented by the emigration from other
northern states, and thus adding to the force of cheap, unskilled labor of
which the skilled artisans in Boston were in constant dread*
By 1829, however, there were indications that the Boston Negro was
beginning to make some Industrial and economic progress* The city directory
for that year listed 224 Negroes out of a total Negro population of approxi-
27
mately 1,690 persons* But of these 224 individuals, only ten were employed
at occupations in the skilled trades proper* These were a housewright, a
cordwainer, a soapmaker, a boat-builder, a grain-measurer, a hair renovator,
28
and four tailors* On the other hand, 54 of the 224 were listed as laborers
These were no doubt unskilled workers, jacks-of-all-tredes, and the like*
Thirty-six sailors were listed and eight laundresses* Waiters, cooks, win-
dow cleaners, coachmen, bootblacks, and sweeps numbered thirty* Negroes
were well entrenched in the barbering business* There were 52 hairdressing
establishments owned or operated by Negroes* Two ministers were the only
representatives of the professions listed*
Prom this summary it can easily be seen that the proportion of skille
27* Daniels, op* cit *, p* 18
28* Ibid, p* 19
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j
workers in the Negro population was small - not more than ten percent if
we exclude the 54 who were definitely known to be laborers* Actually, the
|
i|
I
percentage might have been even smaller as it is doubtful whether the boot« |!
h
i blacks^ window cleaners, wood-sawers, and chimney sweeps could be included '{
1 'i
;
among skilled workers* It may be, of course, that the directory's list |;
i,
' was inaccurate, that there were more skilled workers among this group than i
I
appeared on the list* After all, the list included but 224 of the 1,690
29
Negroes living in Boston at that time* Assuming, as does Daniels, that
q
i!
each of these names represented the head of a family, 8Uk1, assuming further,!!
that there were five members to the average family, there were still nearly ’
600 Negroes to account for* Daniels infers that these Negroes were left out
deliberately because they were not of sufficient importance even as workers
50
in the community to be included in the list* It is just as plausible,
however, to infer that they were left out as the result of faulty enumera-
!
i
j
tion and that among their number might have been found individuals engaged
|;
I
|jin skilled and semi-skilled occupations* But on the basis of the list as h
(
I'
,
it was made up, without attempting to ditermine why large numbers of Negroes
I
'
were omitted, it appears that few Negroes were engaged in skilled occupa-
jl
I tions* It seems reasonable to assume, then, that Negro representation in |i
the associations of skilled workingmen which existed at that time was small,
1
I
and that few Negro workers, even if admitted unreservedly, would have been j;
il
I
eligible for membership in these groups* j!
!i
j
The directory of 1846*47 showed sli^tly greater diversity in the |
I
i
I occupations held by Negroes* The list of 545 ^people of color** included
,
29. Ibid
,
p* 18
50* Ibid
, p* 18
51* Directory of the City of Boston, 1846-47, pp* 186-188
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5 ehoemakers, 5 cigarmakers, 15 hairdreasera, 25 barbera, 8 dreasmakera,
25 clothiera and milllnera, 4 tailors, 2 jobbera, 1 maaoB, 5 grocera, 2
cooks^ 2 clerka, 1 fruit dealer, and 1 furniture dealer. The laborers,
porters, and cleaners had well over 90 representatives, and there was an
increase in the number of sailors, mariners, and waiters over the listing
of 1829. This list, like that of 1829, did not include the entire adult
Negro population, but we may accept it as indicating the occupational trend
of Negroes in Boston* This trend was unmistakably in the direction of the
unskilled classifications and toward personal and domestic work. The in-
crease in the numbers of those engaged in such menial capacities as porters
j
janitors, cleaners, and street laborers, and of those employed in the per-
sonal service industries as barbers, waiters, coachmen, hairdressers, house*
maids, c"* , is significant. It indicates that even after fifty years of
freedom, the Boston Negro was still largely unable to advance beyond the
types of work that had marked his status as a slave. He was still regarded
as essentially the ’’hewer of wood and drawer of water”. It further indi-
cates that the comnunity had come definitely to associate certain t3rpe 8
||
of jobs with Negroes - and these came to be known as "Negro jobs”. In
j
this respect Boston was like the rest of the North. Because of his num-
I
52
I
erical weakness, the Negro was a relatively unimportant economic factor,
[
I
and this fact alone rendered it easier to shunt him into traditional occu-
j
pations that were calculated not to alter his condition of economic impo- ^
tence.
i
52 . Greene, Lorenzo J. and Carter G. Woodson, The Negro Wage Earner ,
Washington, 1950, p. 1
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Induatria1 and Occupational Distribution
of Negro Workers, to 1935
We have already indicated the general spread of Negro occupations
in Boston as early as 1829 and for the year 1846-47* Unfortunately, further
statistical data for this early period ends shortly after the latter date.
By 18^8 the Boston City Directory had ceased to list separately Negroes
and their occupations* Not until 1890, in the Eleventh Census of the United
' States, do we find again official statistical information as to the indus-
^
trial and occupational status of Poston Negroes. In that year there were
^ ,6lh Negro males and 1,455 females above the age of ten gainfully employed.
These figures represented but 2.5 percent of both the total male and female
working population of the city.
In what kinds of occupations were Negroes found in 1890? Of the
5,6l4 working males, 1,254 were listed as servants, 182 as janitors, and
498 as unspecified laborers* Thus, in these three unskilled classifications
alone wo find 55.5 percent of the Negro workingmen of Boston in that year,
whereas white workingmen in the same classifications comprised but l4.1
percent of the total gainfully employed white males in the city. If we
add to the number of these Negroes the following unskilled or semi-skilled
occupational groups
porters and helpers 129
salesmen 16
livery stable keepers and hostlers 88
dealers and peddlers 102
commercial travelers 2
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watchmen, policemen and detectives 9
messengers and office boys 60
we find that 64 percent of the male working population were to be found in
the unskilled or at best partially skilled categories of labor, and were
thus barred by occupational status from participating in trade union acti-
vities which were organized most efficiently around the highly skilled
crafts. The proportion of unskilled workers among the females was as high
as 81 percent of the total.
It is plain that Negro representation in the skilled trades in
Boston in 1890 was small. If 64 percent of the working males wore to be
found in the unskilled occupations, one might expect to find the other
56 percent in the skilled crafts. But this was not the case. Included in
this 56 percent group were the professional people and government employees
who together numbered 48. Among this group were also listed such workers
as steam and street railway employees, draymen and teamsters, packers and
shippers - workers whose occupations are of doubtful skill. The occupa-
tions in the mechanical and manufacturing industries are generally regarded
as offering the best criteria of skilled work. If we then limit our esti-
mate of skilled Negro workers in Boston to actual representation in the
occupations within these industries, we may get some idea as to the pro-
portion of Negroes represented in the skilled trades. These occupations
for 1890 and the Negro representation in them were
blacksmiths and wheelwrights 10
boot and shoemakers and repairers 25
brass workers 1
cabinet makers 5
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carpenters and joiners 25
iron and steel workers 5
machinists 7
marble and stone cutters 17
painters, glaziers, and varnishers 18
plumbers, gas and steam fitters 1
ship and boat builders 1
printers, engravers, and bookbinders l6
tailors 55
tinners and tinware makers 2
tobacco and cigar factory operatives 5
upholsterers and trimmers 10
woodworkers 6
The total of skilled workers here listed is 179 or approximately 4 percent
of the total gainfully employed males. The proportion rises to about 12
percent if the bartenders, the barbers and hairdressers, the bookkeepers
and clerks, and the boatmen, pilots and sailors are added to the ranks of
skilled workers* Next to the professional vocations, Negroes had the
lowest representation in these occupations, and these were precisely the
skills in which the organization of workers had been most easily effected
and in which such organizations, once established, prospered and became
powerful.
The ten years from 1890 to 1900 witnessed an increase o'f* 5^ percent
in the total number of Negroes of both sexes above the age of ten who were
55
gainfully employed as compared to 21.7 percent increase for white workers.
i
5^. Twelfth Census of the United States, i9Q0
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The greatest portion of the Negro increase went into domestic work and the
personal service industries. Sixty-four percent of all males and 88 percent
of all females were employed in those classifications alone exclusive of the
unskilled occupations such as porters, helpers and messengers, connected
with other industrial groups. On the other hand, the manufacturing and
mechanical pursuits, in which are to be found the majority of the skilled
trades, accounted for only 9 percent of the male and 8.7 percent of the
female working population. In contrast, 50 percent of white working males
and 59.A percent of white females were engaged in occupations within the
manufacturing and mechanical industries. The other 57 percent of Negro
males and 5 percent of females were distributed over the other industrial
classifications of transportation, agricultural pursuits, and professional
service* This 9 percent is not to be taken as representing all of the
skilled Negro workers in Boston at this time. There were others, notably
the barbers and hairdressers, who, in this and subsequent census enumera-
tions, have been placed in the domestic and personal service category.
But this proportion is significant in showing that Negro representation was
small in those industries and in those skilled occupations in which labor
had successfully organized.
During the thirty year period from 1900 to 1950 there was an in-
crease of 65 percent in the total number of Negroes over ten years of age
gainfully employed as compared to A6 percent for white workers over the
54
same period. This is in itself not surprising for in the same period
the Negro population of the city increased 77.5 percent while the total
54* Census of the United States, 1910, 1920, 1950
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population of the city increased only ^9*7 percent. Much more significant,
however, has been the increase in the number of Negroes gainfully occupied
in the manufacturing and mechanical industries* This increase has been
very small* It has not kept pace with the general increase in the popula-
tion or with the increase in gainfully employed persons* It has already
been shown that in 1900 nine percent of the gainfully occupied males and
8
.7 percent of the females were engaged in manufacturing and mechanical
pursuits* In 1910 the proportion had risen tc l4 percent for males and to
»
10 percent for female workers. By 1970, ?6.1 percent of all Negro work-
ingmen and 15.1 percent of all working women were occupied in jobs within
the manufacturing and mechanical industries* This percentage remained
fairly stable over ths next ten years, dropping, off one-tenth of 1 percent
for males but increasing nine-tenths of 1 percent for female workers. In
1950 white workingmen and women engaged in the manufacturing and mechani-
cal industries formed respectively 57.8 and 19*1 percent of the total whites
employed
.
The cumulative increase of 17 percent for males and 6.4 percent for
females in the period 1900-1950 is indicative of a trend among Negro workers
to enter the occupations within the manufacturing and mechanical industries,
from which the ranks of trade unionists have been so largely recruited.
It must not be taken for granted, however, that all persona employed within
this industrial group are skilled artisans. In 1910 the unskilled and un-
specified laborers in the manufacturing and mechanical industries formed
44 percent of all Negro male workers engaged in these industries, and the
semi-skilled operatives comprised another 9.7 percent. By 1970, the pro-
portion of unskilled male workers dropped to 57*4 percent while the proper—
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tion of semi-skilled operatives rose to 18.1 percent. This trend within
the manufacturing and mechanical industries continued during the next ten
years. In 19?0 the unskilled workers represented only 29.7 percent of the
total and the semi-skilled, 25 percent.
In spite of thic encouraging development, Nogro representation has
remained small in the skilled trades. The majority of Negro workers are to
be found, as in the days of slavery, in the unskilled occupations and in
domestic and personal service work, k survey of the training and employ-
ment of white-collar and skilled Negro workers in Boston, sponsored by the
Boston Urban League, disclosed only 1,405 skilled workers, 956 males and
447 females. The rate of industrial employment of Negroes in Boston has
failed to keep pace with the general trend manifested throughout the rest
of the country. In 1890 the number of Negroes in the United States en-
gaged in the manufacturing and mechanical industries was 200,000. This
number rose to 500,000 by 1910, and in 19^0 it was close to a million, an
35-
increase of nearly 400 percent in forty years. Much of this increase took
place in the heavy industries such as iron and steel and lumber, industries
which do not operate on a large scale in Boston.
Because the representation of Boston Negroes in the skilled trades
is so small, it is to be expected, then, that their representation in labor
organisations built around particular skilled crafts would, at best, be
equally small. And such has been the case. Negro workers have had numeri-
cally weak representation in local craft unions which have had no restric-
tions against them on account of color. Basically, their industrial and
occupational standing in the community had, as a group, placed them just
outside the pale of trade union activities.
55. Greene and Woodson, op. cit ., p. 124
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Chapter II
THE NEGRO AND THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMEWT
OF THE TRADE UNION MOVEMENT IN BOSTON
The geglnnings of the Trade Union Movement
In Boston
The early history of the trade union movement in Boston is obscure*
The lack of substantiating data makes it impossible to determine with accu-
racy when the first associations of workingmen appeared* It is quite pos-
1
sible that the printers of the town were organized in 1802
,
although the
records are none too clear on this point. However, in 1809, they founded
a permanent society for the purpose of maintaining or advancing wages in
2
the printing trades* The shipwrights and esiulkers of Boston and Charles-
5
town organized in 1822^ and the following year incorporated as the Colum-
bian and Charitable Society of Shipwrights and Caulkers of Boston and
4
Chaelestown* Between 1850 and 1852, Boston was the focal point for a
great labor movement, the politically-minded but short-lived New England
5
Association of Farmers, Mechanics, and other Workingmen*
This early period of workers' organizations was marked by the strug-
gle for shorter hours* In Boston, as throughout all New England, there
was general dissatisfaction with the old custom of working from sunrise to
1» Commons, John R. and Associates, History of Labour in the United State i
New York, 1926, p* 109
2. Ibid
, p* 109
5. Massachusetts Labor BuUetin. April, 1899, "Trade Unionism in Massa-
ehusetts Prior to 1880"
, p. 1
4, Ibid
,
p. 1
5* Commons, op, cit , pp. 502-525
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auneet# The movement for shorter hours arose spontaneously and the demand
for the ten-hour day became the driving force behind many of the newly crea-
ted labor organizations. Strikes were frequent, though largely unsuccessful,
one of the most notable of these being the strike of 600 journeymen house
6
carpenters in 1825. The bone of contention here was the ten-hour day# The
same group, augmented by the masons, tried again in 18^0 to secure the ten-
7
hour day but once more failed.
A mushroom growth of labor organizations resulted from this 'activity
for shorter hours and better working conditions. Many were short-lived,
arising to meet a definite need eind passing from the scene when that need
was met. Among them, however, were some that survived longer than the rest
and whose activities were more outstanding# The Ship Carpenters' Union,
organized 1858, succeeded in establishing a uniform rate of three dollars
8
a day for an eight-hour day. In 1865 the Journeymen Shipjoiners' Union
No. 1 of Boston was organized and was merged, two years later, with the then
powerful International Union of Shipwrights. Up to 1879, the Boston branch
of this union maintained one of the most successful labor organizations to
be found anywhere in the state. The boot and shoe workers of the city or-
ganized a lodge of the Order of the Knights of St. Crispin shortly after
1867, the year of the union's establishment in Milwaukee. From the time of
its inception until its decline after 1875, the local lodge wielded great
9
force in trade union affairs in Boston. It waged a militant struggle for
the eight-hour day and was directly or indirectly responsible for a great
6. ^id, pp. 158-162
7. Ibid
, p. 502
8. Maas. Labor Bulletin
,
op^ cit., p. 5
9. Ibid, p. 6
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many of the strikes that took place In Boston during those years. Strange-
ly enough, the trade union movement in Boston and in Massachusetts up to the
year 1880 was regarded by labor leaders elsewhere as being without force
11
and vitality. The opinion of labor men outside of the state was that
Massachusetts was undoubtedly the hardest state in which to make a permanent
impression, and that the labor movement throughout the state and even in
Boston was characterized by long periods of Inactivity and spasmodic revi-
vals rather than by steady progress . Yet in spite of this situation, the
following unions were organized and sufficiently well established to merit
recognition by strong labor groups in other parts of the country: Hatters,
1
Harness Makers, Plumbers, Plasterers, Bricklayers, Carpenters, Painters,
Cabinet Makers, Stone and Granite Cutters, Woodworkers, Iron Moulders, Book-
I
binders, Brushmakers, Machinists and Blacksmiths, Clothiers, Tailors, Tinners
Shoemakers, Printers, Locomotive Engineers, Locomotive Firemen, Trainmen,
1 ?
Coopers, Glass Makers, Carriage Makers, and Cigar Makers.
The Negro Worker’s Part in These Early Beginnings
I
What part, if ar^, did the Negro worker play in the establishment
jjof those organizations of workingmen and in the struggle for shorter hours?
To what extent was he represented in the councils of workingmen and how
great was his participation in trade union activities? Unfortunately, the
answers to these questions are not to be found in the available records of
I the period. We do not know how many Negroes belonged to these early asso-
10. Wright, Carrol D., ’’Strikes in Massachusetts, 1850-1880!J» Mass.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Eleventh Annual Report , 1880
11. Maas. Labor Bulletin
,
op. cit ., p. 8
12. Ibid, p. 8
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ciations and trade unions, although it is doubtful if many found their way
1
I
I
in. The numerical weakness of the group of skilled Negro workingmen would
I
j
alone be a check on the admission of many Negroes to these associations.
I
The attitude of the white workingmen of Boston at this time toward
Negro workers was a matter of great concern. On this point there appears
to have been some inconsistency. Although white artissuis as a class were
distinctly prejudiced against Negro workers, the early labor movement
I
Was closely allied to the anti-slavery movement. A close bond of sympathy
existed between the two. Willieun Lloyd Garrison, Charles A. Dana, Henry
Wilson, and Wendell Phillips, spearheads of the abolition movement, were
active in the convention of the New England Workingmen's Association held
at Boston in May, 1845. One of the resolutions passed at that convention
i denounced the system of chattel slavery which held "three millions of our
15
brethren and sisters in bondage." It seemed never to have occurred to
,
any of these workingmen that the slaves to whom they referred in their re-
solution as "brethren and sisters" were of the same flesh and blood as the
free Negro workers in Boston whom they regarded as a possible threat to
their job security and who, by the force of public opinion and desire, were
l| pushed into menial occupations which white men declined. It might have been
that the geographical remoteness of those three million black slaves endowed
them in the sight of northern whites with a sanctity not possessed by their
free brethren in Boston. Whatever the cause, the bondsmen in the South
elicited a sympathy that was not bestowed upon the physically free but
15* Chickering, op« cit ., pp. 155-156
14. Durham, John S., "The Labor Unions and the Negro", Atlantic Monthly ,
vol. 81 I 222-251
15. Ibid
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equally oppressed freedmen in the city that was itself the heart and core
of abolitionist agitation# But this inconsistency went unchallenged and
possibly unnoticed. The workingmen's associations were in all probability
sincere in their opposition to Negro slavery - as well as to the "white sla-
16
very" of the wage system. It was easy to adopt this attitude, for emanci-
pated blacks in the South could not readily enter into competition with
white workingmen in Boston; but the presence of free, employable Negroes in
Boston was a problem not so easily disposed of. We are to see that as the
number of Negroes increased in Boston, particularly during and imnediately
following the Civil War, the attitude of white workers becameone of open
hostility.
i
The Negro as Strike-Breaker
I
j
The period of the Civil War was one of great unrest in the ranks
of labor in Boston as throughout the rest of the industrial North. During
I
this period the number of local unions increased rapidly and many became
i
17
[affiliated with national organizations. But in spite of the general unrest
that prevailed, the number of strikes was small. It was in the role of
strike-breaker, however, that the Negro worker made his impression on the
labor movement during those troubled years - an impression that did not help
I
to make him more acceptable to labor men. In Boston, as in Chicago, Detroit, !
i
Cleveland, Buffalo, Albany, Brooklyn, New York and other places, Negroes
18
were used to break the strikes of longshoremen. "The competition offered
16. Spero, Sterling D., and Abram L. Harris, The Black Worker , N. Y.,
I
1951, p. 14
j
17» Commons, op. cit ., vol. 2, p. 19
18. Fite, Emerson D*, Social and Industrial Conditions in the North
During the Civil War , 1910, p. 189
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by Negroes was small, but ... it called forth opposition which frequently
19
passed beyond mere protest into bloodshed and murder. . . .” The long-
shoremen were mostly Irish, "who at that time in the industrial world sel-
dom got beyond the pick and the shovel.” They felt the competition '’keenly”
and "sought by stones and brickbats to prevent the new hands from taking
their places. ...”
The strike-breaking activities of Negro workers were not limited to
the War years, 1861-1665. In 1866 a riot nearly ensued on the docks of Bos-
ton because Negro caulkers were imported from Portsmouth, Virginia, ”to take
21
the places of white men who were striking for an eight-hour day.” This
incident gained national prominence. It was reported in the convention of
the National Labor Union meeting at Baltimore that same year} but instead
of opprobrium being heaped on the strike-breakers, as was to be expected,
it was used as the basis of a plea by A. C. Cameron, of the Chicago Trades'
Assembly, for the integration of the Negro worker within the ranks of organ-
ized labor. In an "Address to the Workingmen of the United States,” Cameron
stated unequivocally thatt
"The systematic organization and consolidation of labor
must henceforth become the watchword of the true reformer.
To accomplish this the co-operation of the African race in
America must be secured. If those most directly interested
fail to perform this duty, others will avail themselves of it
19. Ibid
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to their injury. ...”
Contained within this statement was the realization on the part of at least
one prominent labor leader that the Negro worker in Boston and elsewhere was
the victim of a vicious set of circumstances that rendered his industrial
status precarious, and thus made him a helpless foil between capital and
organized white labor. It was not necessarily love of the Negro that impel-
led Cameron to make this declaration, but rather the ability to see that
unless the black worker were included on the side of labor, he would be used
to defeat the very purposes for which organized labor was striving. This
was a point it would have been well for future local and international unions
and federations to have remembered, but racial antagonisms and prejudices
were, in the long run, to prove too effective barrier® to the consolidation
of all workers in a united labor front.
The Negro and the Labor Movement, 1665-1900
Details are lacking as to the Negro's part in the active labor move-
ment in Boston after the Civil ilar* Trade union documents covering the pe-
riod give no indication that there were even Negro workers in the city much
leas Negro trade union members* This does not mean, however, that there
•ere no Negro trade unionists. Many Boston unions, then as now, refrained
as a matter of policy, from recording the race of their members. If a union
disbarred Negroes for constitutional or other reasons, as did some, then it
simply had no Negro members to list. 0 n the other hand, if it admitted
22, Commons, John R., U. B. Phillips and J. B. Andrews, editors. Docu-
mentary History of American Industrial Society , 1910, vol. DC, p. 158

Negroes, it did so without designating the fact on its membership rolls.
Thus it is impossible even to estimate the number of Negroes who were mem-
bers of labor unions. The likelihood is that there were not many. Here
again, because of the paucity of skilled workers among the Negro group, one
would not expect to find a large representation of Negroes in the unions,
nor were the activities of the few of such a nature as to mark them out for
special consideration.
However, a group of Negroes in Boston were sufficiently interested
in trade unionism to send a delegate, one F. G. Barbadoes, to the National
25
Convention of Negro Labor held in Washington, January, 1869. Mr. Barba-
does was elected one of the vice-presidents of the Convention and later be-
came secretary of the Negro Labor Congress which grew out of the original
- did
gathering of 1869 • Nothing that the Negro Labor Congress^was of Immediate
concern to Boston Negroes. Any effective work that it might have done was
prevented by the injection into its deliberations of purely political issues
designed to keep the Negro steadfastly bound to the Republican party. The
Congress itself passed out of existence in 1872, a more or less willing sac-
25
rifice to the ambitions of Negro Republican politicians.
Unfortunately, the gaps in our knowledge increase as we attempt to
reconstruct the part that the Negro worker played in the trade union move-
ment in Boston between 1870 and the turn of the century. There were Negro
trade unionists in the city during this period, but their number cannot be
ascertained. Some of the unions connected with the building trades had Negro
25 • Wesley, Charles H*, Negro Labor in the United States. 1850-1925,
N, Y., 1927, p. 170
24, Spero and Harris, op, cit
., pp# 25-50
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members, as did the Granite Cutters Union and the unions embracing the print-
ing trades* It is believed, also, that there were Negroes in Cigarmakers'
Union No. 97 when it issued the call in 1867 for the convention from which
26
grew the Massachusetts State Federation of Labor. By 1900 there were sev-
eral Negroes in the various unions of teamsters and some held offices in
27
these unions. It is of interest to note that Negroes first entered this
occupation as strike-breakers and remained as regular workers after the
strikes terminated. They were admitted to the unions and as their numbers
28
increased they became a powerftil force within these bodies. It seems that
Negroes were admitted to some other unions. The Massachusetts Bureau of
Labor Statistics reported that "Ihere appears to bo no discrimination shown
by the trades unions in regard to membership of the Negro. Many constitu-
tions expressly forbid any distinction as to race, color, or creed. Appli-
cation was made to trades unions in the State as to their attitude, and the
29
generally expressed opinion was that no discrimination was made.” And Dan-
iels, writing of the industrial condition of Negro men, concluded that, as
a result of all he had been able to ascertain, the unions were treating
Negroes "fairly and helpfully."
Not all Negro trade unionists, however, were as fortunate as the
teamsters mentioned above. The carpenters, masons, and bricklayers, in
26. Interview, member of Painters District Council No. 4l
27. Daniels, John, "Industrial Conditions Among Negro Men in Boston,"
Charities
,
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29 . Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor, Thirty-fourth Annual
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"Social and Industrial Condition of the Negro in Massachu-
setts^, 1904^, p. 285
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Bpite of union affiliations, were, for the most part, '’unable to get better
than intermittent occupation here . . . largely because white artisans dis-
^1
like to work with them.” Marty were forced to enter the unskilled occupa-
tions and to become industrial ’’men-of-any-work." Thus trade union mem-
bership did not create an equality of opportunity for employment. In fact,
the existence of prejudice and the practice of discrimination on jobs against
Negro members was one of the factors that discouraged many Negro skilled
workers from joining the unions.
The Triumph of Craft Unionism and the Policy
of Exclusion
By 1900 the trade union movement in Boston, as elsewhere, had taken
on its essential characteristic. It had become what Spero and Harris refer
to as a "job-conscious labor movement." The ascendancy of the American
Federation of Labor marked the triumph of "business unionism" over the spi-
rit of industrial brotherhood for which the Knights of Labor and the general
unionism of the nineteenth century stood. "Craft individualism" replaced
"equalitarianism" . These fundamental changes in the meaning and philosophy
of the labor movement were given local significance by the now robust Mass-
achusetts State Federation of Labor which represented locally all that the
American Federation stood for in the national movement.
Paramount among the national developments that wore reflected in
the local scene was the drift of craft unionism toward a policy of exclusion.
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The craft unions, which were nothing more than associations of mechanics
and plumbers, boilermakers and bricklayers, machinists and carpenters, etc.,
became more or less exclusive clubs with limited memberships. The idea was
to keep the unions numerically as small as possible and thus to increase the
value of the union man's services. One of the commonest ways of doing this
was to jack up the iniation fee to an amount that was not only exorbitant
but almost impossible for the ordinary poor artisawto pay. This is still
being done to-day in a period characterized by intensive and competitive
drives for members. The Theatrical Workers' Local charges an iniation fee
of 9500 and dues of two dollars per month. The iniation fee was raised
during the depression to discourage new applications. The Wood, Wire and
Metal Lathers Local No. 72, Boilermakers No. 29, and Longshoremen No. 159^
*
charge initiation fees of $100 each.
This policy of exclusion was not in all Instances aimed directly at
the Negro though he naturally suffered from it. In their eagerness to shut
out all possible competitors, the unions discriminated also against white
54
women and, "by the limitation of apprenticeships, against their own children.
They sought to build and to perpetuate a mutually exclusive society of skil-
j
led workmen who would constitute the aristocracy of the laboring world. A
workingman, a member of the bricklayers union, tells the following stojry
I which la indicative of the feeling that existed at this time among the bre-
I
' thren of his crafti
9
"When I first came to Boston, the fellows who were then
members of the union constituted almost a closed corporation.
5^* Durham, op> cit.
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They were the aristocrats of all the building trades and laid
I
only the top or finished bricks* In those days at least two
layers of bricks were laid to every wall put up. We fellows
who laid the first wall and did the rough work were generally
below the notice of these top**layer men. Sometimes they didn't
even bother to speak to us on jobs. If everything wasn't ready
for them when they arrived they wouldn't work. Any day we ex-
pected them to come to work in top hats and silk coats. But we
55
all wanted to bo like them if we could."
Aside from this general policy of exclusion which affected women>
apprentices, foreigners, and the like, the Negro was in some instances sin-
gled out and made the victim of a deliberate policy of exclusion based on
racial distinctions. The stationary engineers, meeting in convention in
Boston in 190?, amended the constitution of their union so as to exclude
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Negroes. The Brotherhood of Railway Carmen, the Switchmen of North America.i
the Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks and Freight Handlers, the
Order of Sleeping Car Conductors, the Order of Railway Telegraphers, the
National Organization of Masters, Mates and Pilots of North America, the
Railway Mail Association, the Wire Weavers' Protective Association, and the
Commercial Telegraphers adopted constitutions limiting membership to white
57
men. It might be argued that such action was taken by the international
1
unions and might not have affected the attitude of the local unions on the
ouestion, but with the exception of the stationary engineers, which later
55. Interview
I 56. The Nation, 76il86 (March 5, 1905), "The Negro and the Trade Unions"
j
57* Spero and Harris, op. cit ., P.5'7
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admitted Negroes to the local xinion, there is no evidence to show where any
of the locals connected with these internationals ever admitted Negroes to
membership
•
The effect on the Negro worker of this policy of exclusion was to
I limit his memberships in the unions. In 1910 not more than one union in
twenty had any Negro members at all, and of those which had, "probably not
5fi
over one in ten counts half a dozen or more of this race on its rolls. . . ."
The exceptions were the teamsters’ unions in which Negroes managed to hold
on to the gains they had made in the previous ten years, and the coal dri-
!
?9
j
vers unions in which they were believed to have been numerous. However, !
i
few of the unions showed any interest in the Negro’s industrial and educa- i
1
I
tional welfare. As a group, Negro workers were left to shift for themselves,}
groping along blindly, without leadership or direction of any kind. !
There were two other reasons why the number of Negro trade unionists
remained small. The first and most obvious was the comparatively small num-
1
I
ber of workers who were sufficiently skilled to aspire to memberships in the
j
craft unions. Nearly 80 percent of all Negro workers in Boston in 1910 were i
employed as domestics or as conmon laborers, and these were precisely the
occupations in which the unions were fewest in number and weakest in strengths
The great mass of Negro laborers, therefore, had no unions at all or unions
40
that were hardly worth joining.
The second cause for the failure of Negroes to join the unions was
theirlack of understanding of the principles of trade unionism. The Negro
58# Daniels, In Freedom's Wrt^lace, p. 575
59. Ibid , p. 57S
40. Ibid, p. 574
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worker, accustomed as he was to a paternalistic master and servant tradition,
found it difficult even in industrial employment to break away from the idea
that his relationship to his employer was a personal one. An individualist
to the core, he had had little experience in group bargaining with employers.
As Booker T. Washington so aptly phrased it, he mistrusted any organization
which seemed "to be founded on a sort of personal enmity to the maix by whom
4l
he is employed.'' Though a worker, and one that was often exploited, his
sympathies were with the employer as against white labor. Individualistic
and conservative, he was often led into associating trade unionism with left
wing political movements and radicalism, both of which he eschewed.
The next two decades brought no fundamental changes in the status
of the Negro worker or the Negro trade unionist in Boston. Increases in
such unions as the Amalgamated Cl<bthing Workers and the International Ladies
Garment Workers were offset by losses in the teamsters' unions, the printers'
I
unions and the barbers' union. It is virtually impossible to measure pre-
cisely the ebb and flow of Negro membership in local unions, but it is gene-
rally believed that during the years 19‘?0 to 1950 there were more defections
from trade union affiliations than there were new recruits to the organized
labor standard. With the exception of the depression years of 19^1-52,
this was a period of unprecedented business activity. There was enough work
I to go around so that even the Negro found employment. With a job to report
to and money in his pockets, it was unlikely that he would be attracted to
the unions which had nothing better to offer in the way of increased pay
4l, Washington, Booker T., "The Negro and the Labor Unions ", Atlantic
Monthly, June, 1915> PP» 756-757
4a. This is the opinion of several Negro labor unionists who were active
during this period*
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and greater job security. But the basic instability of his whole industrial
pattern had not changed. To the employer, he was still a tool to be used
,
in combatting the forces of organized labor. This was brought out strongly
in the longshoremen's strike of August, 19^9 when 100 Negroes were employed
to take the places of white longshoremen who struck when asked to double
45
their loads. This particular incident was not an unmixed evil, however.
It gave the initial ingje^us to the move to organize the Negro longshoremen,
although actual organization was not attempted until the events of the strike
I
of 1951 and the job scarcity of a world -wide depression awakened the long-
J shoremen's unions to the potential menace of an unorganized and hostile
I
I force of black laborers. Unfortunately, the attempt to organize Negro long-
shoremen was little more than a benevolent gesture. It lacked both persis-
i|
ji tence and sincerity. One or two of the unions admitted a few Negroes to
membership but the rank and file of white longshoremen were openly hostile
I
ii
I
to the idea of including Negroes. The old forces of exclusion and of racial
animosities were too powerful to be downed even by the necessity of protect-
ing themselves from non-<inion competition. On the other hand, many Negroes
I
distrusted the unions and deliberately rejected all overtures that were made
I
to them. Thus the matter of Negro organization rested, perilously close to
failure, until it was revived a few years later by the impetus of a new and
more virile development within the labor movement.
i
But few, if any, of the other unions made even the half-hearted
j
[
attempt to organize Negro workers that characterized the efforts of the
j
I
:
!
longshoremen. Those that already had Negro members retained them, unless '
45* Boston Transcript
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the Negroes dropped out of their own volition, but no efforts were made to
I'
I
enroll new ones, and the unions that did not admit Negroes saw no reason for
changing their policies. In respect to the apathy of the unions concerning
ilhis industrial and labor condition, the Negro's status had not changed since
|l
li 1910 or 19^0. He was still neglected, still exploited, still discriminated
jj
against. In spite of depression and membership losses due to unemployment
li
II
|i conditions, the unions had become listless, dull, self-satisfied, sind the
I
44
I
vested interests of those who controlled them. Into the midst of this
smugness and complacency dropped the bombshell of industrial unionism.I
Industrial Unionism and Expansion
ll
I
It is not our intention to discuss the relative merits of craft
!|
unionism and industrial unionism. #e are concerned merely with the effects
i!
of each on the Negro worker. We have already seen that craft unionism in
I
many instances tended toward exclusion, and that the Negro workingman was
i|
II among the first to be excluded. While it is as yet too early to evaluate
l|
!; the effects of industrial unionism - its full significance has hardly yet
ij
j| been realized in some quarters - we can point to two developments that are
II
ij of great in^ortance. The first has been the organization of unskilled work-
Ij
I! era who had been neglected by the craft unions. The second, which is one
s
I!
of the end results of the first, has been the renewal of serious organizing
ll
|i
I
activities by the unions affiliated with the American Federation of Labor
|!
:j
in order to meet the keen competition of the new movement. The move to or-
!i
i; ganize the unskilled worker in Boston has brought large numbers of Negroes
44 • Interview, member of Cleaners and Dyers, Local 18^.
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into close touch with the labor movement for the first time. This is of
vital significance for the majority of Negro workers in Boston are of the
unskilled and menial occupational classifications. If the Committee for
Industrial Organization has done nothing else, it has created a trade union
consciousness where none existed before.
Development of Negro Local Unions
This survey of the Negro's part in the historical evolution of the
trade union movement in Boston would be incomplete without some word about
the development of Negro local unions. At the present time there are four
such localsi Musiciems No. 555, the Boston division of the Brotherhood of
Sleeping Car Porters, the Boston local of Dining Car Employees (waiters and
cooks), and the recently organized local of Red Caps at the Back Bay Rail-
road Station. The oldest of this group is Musicians No. 555 which was or-
ganized in 1915 and has been in continuous existence ever since. The Boston
division of the Sleeping Car Porters was organized about 19^7 and received
its international charter in 1956. The Dining Car Employees local was or-
ganized in 195^, and the Red Caps in 1957* Attempts are now being made to
organize locals of red caps at North Station and at South Station.
The first all-Negro union in Boston about which we have any record
was the Boston Colored Waiters' Alliance (Local 185 of the International
45
Union of Hotel and Restaurant Employees). This union flourished about
I
1910. It was more a social club and an employment office than a trade union
in the real sense. It was composed of so-called "public waiters" who were
45. Daniels, op» cit
., p. 576
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not regularly employed anywhere, but who worked intermittently on catering
jobs and aa extra men. The union held a charter from the white waiters'
alliance to which Negroes used to belong but withdrew to organize their own
local. It ]^rospered for a time but finally disintegrated, and its member-
ship was absorbed in the white union. Local of the Hotel and Restaurant
Employees.
The Boston division of the Dining Car Employees is peculiar in that
it is a part of a local union. No. 570, which covers an area extending as
far west as Chicago. Local 570 is affiliated with the Hotel and Restaurant
Employees' International Alliance and Bartenders' International League of
America. The local has a membership of about 900, while the Boston division
of the local numbers 85. It is now the sole bargaining agent for the waiters
and cooks on the Boston and Albany, the Pennsylvania, the New York Central,
I
the Lehigh Valley, and Lackawanna railroads. Organizing work is now going
on on the Boston and Maine, the New Haven, and the Central Vermont lines.
I
The Boston division of the Sleeping Car Porters is affiliated with
I
the International Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, the organization
founded by A. Philip Randolph in 1975, and which he has since led to the
status of an international union affiliated with the American Federation of
Labor. The local union is a dues collection agency and a device for the
maintenance of morale and the dissemination of propaganda. It never has to
carry on a labor dispute alone. Since all the members of all the locals
throughout the country work for the same employer, the Pullman ConQsar^, the
international union fights the battles of all. Its gains or its losses
affect alike local unions and their members wherever they may be located.
That Musicians No. 555 has been able to survive as long as it has
T
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ia a tribute to its hardiheaa. Its vtciasitudea have been many^ and it has
generally emerged from each encounter with oblivion with greatly reduced
prestige. But it haa emerged. Its sole excuse for existing is to maintain
the wage scale of professional union musicians. This it has been unable to
do. In all fairness to it, however, it must be said that the white union
of musicians in Boston has been unable to maintain professional wage rates
in the face of depression and non-union competition.
With the exception of the musicians' organization, local unions of
all-Negro members have developed among the railroad porters, the waiters,
cooks, and stewards. This is not al'together surprising for it is in these
personal service occupations that we find a large proportion of the Negro
working population. On the other hand, these are the occupations that have
been the most difficult to organize effectively. Individuals employed in
these jobs are generally of the type one would least expect to find in trade
unions. Thrown by the nature of their work into daily contact with the
great and near great of the capitalist business world, they have themselves
become capitalist*-ininded and employer-conscious. They have become the un-
conscious reflectors of American middle class traditions, its hates and fears
its antagonisms and prejudices. Psychologically they are far removed from
the rank and file of laboring men because even yet they have been unable to
rid themselves completely of the belief that their best interests are tied
up with those of the boss. Yet in spite of this outlook, trade unionism
has progressed among them largely because of intelligent and aggressive
leadership. While there are a few who are antagonistic to the unions, and
many who are frankly skeptical of their usefulness, there are others - por-
ters, waiters, and attendants — who are among the most ardent trade union-
the writer has met in Boston*— —
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Chapter III
NEGRO TRADE UNIONISTS IN LOCAL UNIONS
Number and Distribution In Local Unions
It is difficult to ascertain the exact number of Negroes in Boston
who are trade union members* Estimates running from as low as 500 to as
high as ?500 have been suggested to the writer* These estimates, made by
trade union people themselves, have admittedly been based on nothing more
accurate than hunches and guesses. At the present time there exists no
source that can supply the information* Neither the Boston Central Labor
j
Union nor the Massachusetts State Federation Of Labor feel themselves suf*«
ficiently Informed about the Negro element in the labor movement to vexxture
I
even ’’intelligent'' guesses as to their number and distribution* The method
I of this study has been to rely on questionnaires submitted to the unions
and on personal interviews with the officials of local unions* But even
with this method it has been impossible to make an accurate count of Negro
I
trade unionists* In the first place, 70 percent of the questionnaires were
I
i never returned, and many that were returned were incompletely filled out*
i
' Secondly, many of the local unions wore themselves unable to make more than
approximations of their own Negro memberships, if they had any. In a great
number of the unions no designation of the racial affinity of a member is
' made on the rolls* Thus an examination of a membership roll often fails to
disclose whether a member is Irish, Jewish or a Negro. Unless the official
j
who grants the interview happens to know personally the Negro members of
his own union, or to know of them, he is quite likely, in all good faith.
'ASM
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Ito give out misinformation* The writer had this iiiq)reBsed upon him in an
I
interview with the secretary of one of the local tinions* This official
1
j
stated that there was only one Negro member of the local* The business
: agent, who was standing nearby, corrected him and told him there were three*
The secretary wanted to know where the other two Negroes were that he did
i
I not know about them* *They never come to meetings,'* replied the agent*
I
They just send in their dues***
Although it is difficult to arrive at an accurate count of the total
I Negro trade union membership in Boston, we may, to a limited extent, deter-
mine the trend of trade union membership by an examination of the figures
submitted by some of the local vmions, bearing in mind -that many are approx-
I
imations and are therefore subject to error. The Negro unions reported the
i following membershipst the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, ^00; the
^Dining Gar Employees, dS; Musicians No* 5^9, &0f eind the Back Bay Station
Red Caps, 50* Other unions reporting Negro memberships and the numbers re-
ported are
Boston C armen 's Uhion 72
Hotel and Restaurant Employees, No* 5^ 70
Building Laborers No* 88 60
United National Association of Post Office Clerks,
Branch 5 22
Hotel and Restaurant Employees, No* A47 20
Teamsters No. 9^0 (Milk Wagon Drivers) 12
Theatrical Workers Local 12
Amalgamated Clothing Workers, Local 267 10
American Federation of Actors, Boston Branch 10
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International Union of Operating Engineers,
Local 849 8
National Federation of Federal Employees,
Local 25 6
National Federation of Federal Employees,
Local 150 5
International Ladies Garment Workers Onion,
Local 24 4
Fur Workers No. 50 5
Carpenters' Local Union No. 40 5
Carpenters' Local Union No. 51 1
Painters, Decorators, and Paperhangers
,
District Council No. 4l 1
American Federation of Government Employees,
Lodge 82 1
Boilermakers No. 115 1
Bridge Tenders' Union No. 12555 1
Cooks and Pastry Cooks Association, Lodge 186 1
Coopers' Union No. 58 1
Longshoremen No. 1594 1
Allied Printing Trades Council 1
Bricklayers No. 5 1
The total number reported is 822 but this is by no means all of the Negro
,
trade unionists in Boston* Many unions which did not report are known to
have Negro members, such, for example, as the Cleaners and Dyers of the
Amalgamated ClAthing Workers, locals of the International Ladies Garment
Workers Union, locals of longshoremen, and many of the imions of govern**
{
ment employees* The Cooks, Stewards, and Waiters Union of the Atlantic
and Gulf is believed to have at least 70 Negro members*
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Of the 822 Negro members reported, 495 or approximately 60 percent
of them are found in unions of all-^Jegro membership. Does this mean that
white unions do not want Negro members? While it is true that the policy
of some local and international unions has been one of exclusion so far as
admitting Negroes to membership, in this instance it means only that Negroes
have organized in occupations in which they still hold a virtual monopoly -
pullman porters, dining ear waiters and cooks, and red caps. Approximately
80 percent of the 495 are found in those occupations. The situation is
somewhat different among the skilled artisans. Here the percentage of
skilled Negro workmen - carpenters, mechanics, bricklayers, masons, painters
electricians, tailors, etc. - is very low, being but 4 percent of the total
number reported in trade unions. This may be an indication of the general
policy of exclusion that has prevailed among the craft unions. Granted,
that the proportion of skilled workers in the employable Negro population
is small. Still it is large enough to warrant better than a 4 percent
representation in the unions of highest skills. For the purpose of com*-
parison there is listed below the numbers of Negroes in Boston engaged in
certeln selected skilled occupations according to the census of the United
States for 19^0, and the numbers of individuals of those skills reported in
trade unions t
Occupation Total no. eneaKed Reported no. in unions
Brick and stone masons 24 1
Carpenters 59 4
Electricians 25 0
Machinists 49 0
Mechanics 127 0
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Occupation Total no. engaged
Painters, glaziers
and varntshers 150
Tailors 68 0
There is, however, another side to the story which should not be
I
forgotten# Many Negro workingmen have been inimical to the idea of unioni-
I
zation* Others have been indifferent, while still others have been ignorant
I
of the fact that there are labor unions in the city embracing their parti-
i eular skill* We shall have more to say on this point when we discuss the
I
attitude of Negro workers toward the unions*
Unions reporting having no Negro members are Local 17i of the Amal«*
gamated Clothing Workers, Barbers No. 182, Bill Posters No. 17» Boilermakers
No. 29, Boilermakers No. 685, Carpenters No. 56, Carpenters No. 102, Cement
Finishers No. 55^, Granite Cutters Association, Hat and Cap Makers No. 4,
Iron Workers No. 7» Journeymen Tailors Local 12, Leather Handlers Local 508,
Machinists No. 662, Meat Cutters No. 592, Painters No. 655, Pavers and
Hammermen No. 1020, Sheet Metal Workers No. 17, Steamfitters No. 557, Wel-
dors No. 651, and Wood, Wire and Metal Lathers Local 72. Of these only
seven - Barbers No. 182, Boilermakers No. 685, Carpenters No. 56, Cement
I
Finishers Local 554, Granite Cutters Association, Leather Handlers Local
508, and Wood, Wire and Metal Lathers Local 72 - have had Negro members in
the past* Boilermakers No. 686 had ^’as high as 10 before disbandment**
The union was reorganized in 1955 and evidently the Negroes were not inclu—
[
ded in the new organization* Leather Handlers Local 508 had 15 to 20 Negroei
:
between 1918 and 1921. According to the union, the Negroes were replaced
in their jobs by soldiers returning from the war and were subsequently sue-
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pended from the union for non payment of dues. Carpenters No. 56 had one
Negro member ’’about 18 years ago”. The Granite Cutters Association has
had ”2 or 5'* Negroes ”off and on”.
The reason given most frequently for not having Negroes in the
union is that there are no Negroes in the particular trade around which the
union is organized. In many instances this is but a convenient excuse -
though certainly a lame and often inaccurate one - for sidestepping the
issue of Negro membership. Boilermakers No. 685 had, as we have seen, as
high as ten Negro members before the union was reorganized in 1955 • Tet it
claims that the reason it has no Negroes now is that there are none in the
trade. Can it be that all ten Negroes died since 19’^5 or moved away? Al-
though No. 685 can find no Negroes in the trade. Boilermakers No. 115 re-
ports that it now has one Negro member. Boilermakers No. 29 also ’’believes”
that there are no Negro boilermakers, but it is frank enough to admit that
it has constitutional restrictions against Negroes. It is the opinion of
Welders No. 651 that there are no Negro welders in Boston, but if there
were they could now be admitted to membership as all restrictions against
them have been removed. Wood, Wire and Metal Lathers Local 72 doubts if
there are any Negro workers in the craft although it is not sure. Presum-
ably, it has never taken the trouble to find out. In spite of the fact that
the census of 1950 lists 68 Negro tailors in Boston, the Journeymen Tailors
Local 12 reports that there are ”no Negroes in the trade”. There are
unions such as Painters No. 655 of Hyde Park, Machinists No. 662 at the
Readville Car & Locomotive shops, and Carpenters No. 102 of the New Haven
Railroad which restrict their memberships to workers of the craft employed
in a particular shop or living within a certain geographical area# Such
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unions mean by ’’no Negroes in the trade” that there are none living or vfork-
ing within the hounds of their jurisdictions.
Several unions which claim to have no restrictions whatever state
that Negroes had never applied for membership. The accuracy of this state-
ment is difficult to check. It is the opinion, however, of at least three
Negro trade unionists that it is generally true. Although there have been
instances where unions have rejected the applications of Negroes (unfortu-
nately the details of such cases are not known), many Negro workers have
assumed that the unions would discriminate against them without actually
finding out by trial.
Experiences of Local Unions With Negro
Members
How active a union member is the Negro trade unionist in Boston?
Does he attend meetings? Is he loyal to his union? Does he support it?
The answers to these questions are important for upon them, presumably,
depends the attitudes of white unions toward their Negro members and to-
ward Negro workers who are now outside the unions but may wish to enter.
^ The experiences of local unions with Negro members have been varied.
Local '>61 of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers reports that its Negro mem-
bers are hard workers within the union and have always been loyal to the
organization. It wishes that it had more of their kind in its ranks.
Boilermakers No. 115 is more than satisfied with its one Negro member. In
its estimation, ”it’8 the Italians that make poor members'*. The only Negro
in Bridge Tenders Union No. l’^^? is described as a ''good member'*, one who
pays dues regularly, attends meetings, and takes part in the deliberations
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of the union* Bricklayers No. 5 reports that it has always found its Negro
members in the past to be excellent trade union men and that its present
Negro member is one of the beat that it has. In the Theatrical Workers
Union, at least six of the twelve Negro members are active in union work.
Two of them were recently nominated for places on the executive committee
of the union. The Negro member of Carpenters Local No. 51 pays dues but does
not attend meetings. Carpenters Local No. 40 reports that its three Negro
members are in good standing and are very active in union work. Before the
depression, this union had several Negro members who proved their loyalty
beyond question during the city-wide carpenters' strike of Most of
the 20 Negro members of Local 447 of the Hotel and Restaurant Employees do
not attend meetings or take part in union affairs, but they keep up payment
of their dues. In the local of the American Federation of Actors only two
of the ten Negro members are in good financial standing. One of the organi-
zers in the local union of Cleaners and Dyers is a Negro, a man who is held
in hi^ esteem by trade unionists throughout the city. He has been a labor
union member for over twenty years and was a member of the United Mine
Workers Union before a change of occupation sent him into the Cleaners and
Dyers. Negroes have been very active in Building Laborers No. 88. At the
present time the offices of president and business agent are held by Negroes.
The only really unsatisfactory experience with Negro members is re-
ported by the Allied Printing Trades Council. According to this source,
Negroes remained in the unions only until they received benefits of pay
increases and shorter hours. Then they allowed their memberships to lapse
for they were no longer interested in the unions.
The foregoing would indicate that Negro trade unionists in Boston
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make good union members • Before jumping to this conclusion, however, we
should remember that our information is incomplete* It does not necessarily
follow that they make as good members in those unions not reporting their
experiences* The Negro trade unionist does not, by virtue of the fact that
he is a Negro, make a better or worse union member than white trade union-
ists* A sense of loyalty, an understanding of the principles of trade
unionism, and a knowledge of and appreciation for the power of organization
are some of the virtues which go to make good trade unionists* These
qualities are not distributed by race but are to be found among black work-
ers as well as among white*
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Chapter IV
ATTITUDES OF NEGRO WORKERS
TOWARD THE UNIONS
The Negro trade unionist population of Boston has been small because
of the relatively small size of the skilled and semi-skilled Negro group
and because of the general policy of exclusion practiced by the craft unions.
There are, however, other causes which have operated as effectively in
keeping Negroes out of the unions. These causes are engendered by the ne-
gative attitudes of ignorance, indifference, and open antagonism which many
Negro workers have adopted toward the unions.
Ignorance
A
By Ignorance is meant not only a lack of understanding of the essen-
tial principles of trade unionism, but primarily a lack of knowledge on the
worker's part of the existence of trade unions of his craft within the city.
Not so long ago, the writer met a Negro tailor who, after twenty years of
residence in Boston, did not know that there is a journeymen tailors' union
in the city. It is not known definitely how widespread is this situation,
but the opinion of some Negro trade unionists is that it exists on a wider
scale among Negro workers than among white* Particularly, they claim, is
this true among the skilled craftsmen of the building trades i the masons,
bricklayers, carpenters, etc., workmen who, for the most part, ”work inde-
pendently at odd jobs of one sort or another and are quite often not steadi-
ly employed. It has been questioned of what benefits unionization would
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be to this type of skilled worker, but it is believed that even if the bene-
fits were great many of them are unaware that there are unions they could
join in order to get these benefits. The barbers are another group gener-
ally believed to be ignorant of the existence of a union of their craft.
One or two of them have been approached by labor leaders but they were ini-
mical to the idea of organization.
The blame for such a situation should be shared equally by the work-
ers and by the trade unions concerned. It is true that many Negro workmen
have made no attempt to learn about the unions, but it is equally true that
many of the unions have failed to consider the Negro worker. A white trade
unionist declared that Negroes were not aggressive enotiigh in looking out
for their labor interests, and the unions, which were not particular about
having Negroes anyway, made no effort to win their confidence and to get
them into the trade union movement.
Indifference
Among many Negro factory workers, the situation is not one of igno-
rance of the unions - they are in constant touch with white workers who are
organized - but a matter of sheer indifference. The general attitude here
is that so long as the job and the pay are steady and the boss is a good
fellow, there is no necessity of organizing* Labor organizers in the cloth-
ing industries have had trying experiences with workers of this type. These
workers are not inimical to the unions. They have merely developed no in-
terest at all in labor organizations. Sometimes pay cuts and lay offs drive
them into the arms of the unions, but they are poor ridks and are among the
first to drop out when things go badly for the union or, strangely enough.
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when the union demands have been met. Only the most intensive kind of labor
education and agitation by the unions can break down the apathy of this grottp<
The organizing efforts of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers and the Interna-
tional Ladies Garment Workers among some of these workers have met with a
fair amount of success only because of the persistence of their attacks and
the endless repetition of the benefits to be derived from organization.
Antagonism
There is a group of Negro workers whose attitude toward the unions
is one of open hostility* These workers are not ignorant of trade union
methods and policies. In fact, the hostility of many of them is founded
on a fairly accurate knowledge of these same methods and policies. Their
greatest complaint against the unions stems from the policy of exclusion
and discrimination of which some unions are guilty. They contend that the
unions have given fair indication that they do not want Negroes. The Negro
worker's attitude should therefore be one of defiance. Sven the unions
which admit Negroes cannot be trusted for many of them have been known to
discriminate against their black members on jobs. Furthermore, they claim,
unionization cannot mean much to the skilled Negro worker because he is un-
employed most of the time anyway* The union might protect his job, if ho
has one, but it will not get him one if he has none.
This distrust of the unions is not limited to workers outside of the
unions. Many Negro trade unionists share similar views. One union member
stated quite frankly that his particular local, the Cooks, Waiters, and
Stewards Of the Atlantic and Gulf, was not "a damn bit of good". He claimed
that the union made no attempt to help the men find work and refused to cer-
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ttfy them for work unless their dues were paid up. Others tell of having
to fi^t the personal prejudices of white union membersj while still others
claim that they received Ao support from their unions when employers sought
to discriminate against them on jobs. But whereas the non-union Negro work-
er advocates remaining out of the unions, the trade unionist adopts the
point of view that the Negro's place is in the unions and that he should
fight from within to break down the walls of prejudice, discrimination and
indifference that have been erected to bar his way.
Opinions of Negro T rade Unionists
Regarding the C. I. 0 .
The oninions of the majority of Negro trade imionists who have been
approached on this subject is that the establishment of the Committee for
Industrial Orgsoilzation has been the best thing that has happened to the
labor movement not only in Boston but throughout the rest of the country.
They point to the fact that the 0* I. 0. has attempted to organize the host
of unskilled workers who had never before been organized. From the view-
point of the Negro worker this is important, for the Negro's labor in indus-
try is largely of the unskilled variety, and of any single group of workers,
he stands most in need of organization. As far as local experiences go,
Negro trade unionists are firmly of the opinion that the locals of 0. I. 0.
unions have never been known to discriminate against the Negro worker. That
the 0. I. 0. has braved the storm of southern displeasure by organizing
white and Negro miners in the same union in Birmingham, Alabama, has done
much to convince local unionists of the sincerity and freedom from prejudice
of the Committee for Industrial Organization. Some of them interpret the
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i, O.'a liberal policy as merely the beau geste of a young organization
struggling for members and the power that a large membership brings. They
believe that as soon as it growa older and stronger it will become as pre-
judice-ridden as the American Federation of Labor. However, they are will-
ing to give it the benefit of the doubt until such time as it may prove it-
self just another "white man's union".
These opinions concerning the C* I» 0. have come not only from mem-
bers of unions erffiliated with it bftt also from staunch members and suppor-
ters of the American Federation of Labor. One of the officers of Building
Laborers No. 88, an A. F. of L. affiliate, states that a very large part
of the interest now exhibited by Negroes in the unions is due to the acti-
vities of the C« I. 0. He believes that many of the A. F. of L. unions
are now forced to be more liberal in their policies toward Negro workers
in order to meet the new competition. A member of Musicians No. 555, an-
other A. F. of L. affiliate, states that what Negro workers need most is
organization, and he would doff his hat to whomever and whatever took the
time and the trouble to organize them. If it is the C. I. 0., the greater
be its glory. The point that is emphasized most by all is the growing in-
terest that Negro workers are beginning to take in the trade union movement.
This interest is being manifest in the increasing numbers of Negroes who
have joined unions or are trying to join. The recently formed Red Caps'
Union is, in part, the result of this growing Interest. Negro workers are
slowly beginning to think in terms of organization. If this awedcening has
come from the Committee for Industrial Organization, as it is claimed, it
has done its work well.
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SUMMARY AND C0N3LUSI0N
Trade unionism has not been an active force among Negro workers in
Boston for several reasons. First among these reasons has been the numeri-
cal weakness of the skilled and semi-skilled employable population of the
Negro group. The occupational status of the group as a whole has been low.
The majority of Negro workers have been and still are domestic servants,
menials and unskilled laborers of one sort or another. Although in the
thirty year period between 1900 and 19^0 the proportion of employable males
engaged in occupations within the mechanical and manufacturing industries
increased 17 percent, their number in 19*0 formed but 26 percent of the
total employable male population. But all of the workers in these indus-
tries are not skilled artisans. In fact, the majority are unskilled labo-
rers or at best semi-skilled operatives. Since the unions were organized
on the basis of skilled crafts, Negro representation within these unions
could not at any time have been great.
A second cause for the insignificance of the trade union movement
among Boston Negroes has been the policy of exclusion adopted by many of
the unions. This policy was, in some instances, not aimed directly at the
Negro but was intended to preserve the benefits of unionization for those
already in the unions by closing the doors in the face of others aspiring
to get in. But quite often care was taken to exclude the Negro worker by
special restrictions that applied to him alone. Where there was no con-
scious policy of exclusion, the same results were achieved by a disinteres-
tedness in the welfare of Negro workers. Few attempts were made to win
their confidence and to entice them into the unions.
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On the other hand, Negroes have remained out of unions which they
could join because of ignorance of their existence, indifference, or open
antagonism based on the discriminatory methods employed by many of the unions
On the latter point, there is some difference of opinion as to what the
Negro's attitude should be respecting the unions. Many non-union workers
advocate remaining out of the ranks while the trade unionists advice join-
ing the unions wherever possible and fighting their discriminatory policies
from within.
The actual number of Negroes who are members of local unions is not
known. Twenty-nine local unions reported a total membership of 822 Negroes.
Approximately 60 percent of the total reported are members of all-Negro
locals - the Brotherhood of Bleeping Car Porters, the Dining Car Employees,
the Red Caps, and Musicians No, 555. Only 4 percent of the total reported
hold memberships in unions of skilled craftsmen such as carpenters, masons,
bricklayers, mechanics, electricians, painters, printers, tailors, and the
like.
The experiences of the unions with Negro members have been satisfac-
tory in the majority of cases reported. The complaint most often regis-
tered against Negro unionists is that they do not attend meetings although
they pay their dues. Many are very active in union work and a few of them
hold offices in their respective unions.
Since the establishment of the Committee for Industrial Organization,
the interest of Negroes in the labor movement has been greatly aroused. As
a result of the attempt to organize unskilled laborers, many Negroes have
been given their first taste of the trade union movement. Negro workers
in Boston are gradually being awakened to the possibilities of organization.
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The hope of jobs for those who have none, and the vision of shorter hours
and better pay for those who already have jobs, is the incentive th«t is
sending many Negroes to the unions seeking admission. Definitely, a labor
consciousness is growing where none existed before.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
NEGRO TRADE UNIONISTS IN BOSTON
!• Name and number of Localt
Affiliationt
2* Date local was organized
t
5* Total membership at present timet
4 , Do you have Negro members now? How Many?
5. If answer to Question 4 is what is the reason? (Check off reason
below)
.
a. No Negroes in the trade. ( )
b. Negroes have never applied for membership. ( )
c. Negroes not welcome in the Union* ( )
d* Negroes did not pay dues « dropped from membership of local. ( )
e* Constitutional bar against Negroes* ( )
f* Other (please state).
6* Have you had Negro members in the past?
At what time and in what numbers?
7* Have you on record any instances in which Negroes were used as strike
breakers against the Union members of your skill?
If so, when and where? (Kindly give details)
8. Initiation fee and monthly dues!
9 * 0 omments t
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